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Superintendent’s 
Recommendation



Superintendent’s Recommendation
Recommendation for School Moves (effective for 2021-22, concurrent 
with new elementary school boundaries and 750 new elementary school seats at Reed site):

 1Majority of McKinley students move with principal and staff to Reed site
 All of Arlington Traditional community can move to McKinley site
 All of Key Immersion community can move to ATS site
 Key site becomes a new neighborhood school

If Adopted:
• Neighborhood school students in Fall 2020 boundary process:

− Roughly 75% could stay with their current school communities
− About 18% of students in a walk zone would become eligible for a bus to another school

(Compared with 25% in 2019-20, and 29% in alternate boundary scenario)
• Option school moves:

− All students, staff and administrators can move together to new location
− Students can move with their option school or enroll in their neighborhood school
− Students continue to have APS transportation
− No change to name or program without community input

1  During a school move, VDOE accreditation follows the majority of students. 4



Superintendent’s Recommendation
The Superintendent’s recommendation achieves the goals of the planning phase and guides the 
upcoming boundary process.
• Keeps elementary school students countywide as the focus of APS planning
• Keeps more students together across all schools in upcoming boundary process
• Allows APS to manage capacity and build on successful past countywide option school/program moves. 

Moving option schools, concurrent with implementing new boundaries:
− Provides new neighborhood seats in Courthouse-Rosslyn/Ballston, where capacity is currently needed
− Makes more efficient use of school capacity, including for PreK needs
− Expands available option seats for a highly sought-after school option at ATS and maintains diversity
− Places dual-language immersion program closer to areas with large numbers of Spanish-speaking students
− For neighborhood school students - maximizes walking and, where possible, reduces bus ride distances and avoids 

students riding past one or more neighborhood schools to reach their assigned school*

• Manages resources effectively, including reducing operational costs that must be accounted for in future 
budgets and prioritizing needs for the FY 2021-30 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)

• Uses demographics to inform the recommendation; and will be used as one of the policy considerations 
in the Fall 2020 boundary process.

* This clarifies details assumed under walkability about the impact on neighborhood school bus-eligible students
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Superintendent’s Recommendation
This recommendation addresses long-term challenges for our school division.
• Addresses imbalance between where there are neighborhood seats and where students live

− By 2021, APS will have completed four capital projects in NW corner of county (Discovery, Ashlawn, 
McKinley and Reed site)

− Neighborhood seats are needed to support current and future enrollment along eastern end of 
Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and western end of Columbia Pike corridor

• Allows APS to use existing schools to manageable capacity in next boundary process
• Adjusts to shifts in County demographics and expands access to immersion program for 

Spanish-speaking students with closer proximity to where they live
• Conserves resources by increasing number of students walking to school, while considering 

impact on bus-eligible students
• Incorporates School Board adopted direction for FY 2021-30 CIP that identifies several sites to 

study for expansion on western end of Columbia Pike, with no sites available in Courthouse-
Rosslyn area
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Alternate Scenario: 
Developing and Adjusting Boundaries Only, 

Without Moving Schools



Alternate Scenario:
Developing and Adjusting Boundaries Only, Without Moving Schools

Conduct a boundary process in Fall 2020 without 
moving any schools, effective for 2021-22.
Challenges:
• To fill schools to manageable capacity, boundaries would 

require more students to be assigned to schools farther    
away instead schools closer to where they live

• Increases demand on transportation resources
• Fewer students would walk to neighborhood schools

Under this Alternate Scenario:
• Neighborhood elementary school students:

― Reassigned to another school: 4,000+ or 38%
― Who live in a walk zone, would be reassigned to a different 

school making them eligible for bus transportation: About 29%
• No option schools would move

(boundaries for discussion purposes only)
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Alternate Scenario:
Developing and Adjusting Boundaries Only, Without Moving Schools

The Alternate Scenario results in the following:
• Reassigns close to 40% of neighborhood elementary school students to another school in 

upcoming boundary process (vs. about 25% under Superintendent’s recommendation)

• Because of the seat imbalance, an estimated 30% of students who currently live in walk 
zones would be become bus eligible when reassigned to different neighborhood schools 
(vs. 25% today and 18% under the Superintendent’s recommendation)

• Increasing annual operating costs and demand for bus services, given the imbalance 
between where elementary school students live and available neighborhood seats across 
the county

• Continued need for neighborhood seats in high-growth Courthouse-Rosslyn area, where 
there are no sites currently available

• Students in several areas of the county will have disproportionately longer bus rides past 
other schools to attend their neighborhood school 

9



Elementary School Planning:
Timeline



Elementary School Planning Timeline

Planning Began in January 2018 for 2021-22 
• At Jan. 23, 2018 Work Session, APS noted the imbalance between where 

there are neighborhood elementary school seats and where students live
− By 2021, APS will have completed four capital projects in NW corner of county 

(Discovery, Ashlawn, McKinley and Reed site)
− Neighborhood school seats needed to support current and future enrollment along 

eastern end of Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and western end of Columbia Pike corridor
• These challenges continue today
• Spring 2018 Site Location Review 

− Began planning to address the imbalance 
− Provided opportunity for community input in identifying a solution
− Resulted in many school communities making it clear they were not open to    

school moves
• The process was stopped in May 2018 before a solution was identified
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Elementary School Planning Process: Phase 1 
Timing Pre-Planning and Phase 1

Work and Activities 

April -- May 2019 Central office team examined data to prepare for and identify challenges ahead of 
2020 boundary process

May – Aug. 2019

Developed goals through internal planning process with elementary school and 
central office instructional leaders:
• Discussed challenges, policies, data and possibilities in preparation for boundary process
• Explored a series of draft potential scenarios for discussion purposes
• Incorporated feedback from discussions in drafting and refining Phase 1 planning goals

Aug. – Oct. 2019 Central office team refined two proposals using input from internal planning process 
and updated these with Sept. 30, 2019 enrollment data

Sept. – Dec. 2019 Prepared for and conducted community engagement process (details on later slide)

Jan. – Feb 2020 School Board information item, Public Hearing, and School Board action
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Elementary School Planning Timeline

This is a phased approach; the February 2020 School Board action will 
guide processes including:
• Priorities for Spring CIP process to include “refresh” funds for facilities that 

are part of the moves
• Phase 2 planning unit projections data review (Spring 2020), in preparation 

for Phase 3 boundary process (Fall 2020) 
• The spring 2020 process to hire principal by July 2020 which would require:

− Determining whether Key or Reed is to be the new neighborhood school that needs a 
new principal

− Identifying neighboring school communities who will participate in hiring process

13



Community Engagement 
and Input



Community Engagement Approach

• Countywide approach – Aligned with recommendations 
from stakeholders, looked at both neighborhood and 
option schools, and encouraged discussion across the 
system

• Consistency and accessibility– Systemic and consistent 
information provided in English & Spanish; in addition to 
some in Arabic, Amharic & Mongolian in many formats

• Transparency – All data has been shared on 
www.apsva.us/engage

• Multiple platforms and forums – Information shared 
through multiple channels, in multiple languages online 
and in person 

• Two-Way – Reviewed ideas and suggestions from school 
staff and community input, which informed this process 
and related work
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Community Participation

• 39,000+ page views on APS Engage 
• 1,800 responses to two bilingual Community Questionnaires
• 9,000+ total views of elementary planning videos broadcast
• 900 views of Dec. 2 Q&A Session with PTA Presidents livestream broadcast
• 250+ messages sent and responded to through Engage@apsva.us
• 160+ attendees at three in-person Community Meetings
• 75 Spanish-speaking parents reached through direct communications                

via Hispanic Comité and AHC-Woodbury Park
• 10 meetings with key organizations (e.g. ACTC, CCPTA, ACI, Comité Hispano, FAC, 

TCI, Civic Federation)
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Community Input: How it was Used
Review of PTA and Community Input
• Input from PTAs and community members provided direction to clarify information via:

− Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on Engage site
− PTA letters (posted online) and replies to Engage email 
− Facebook Live video sessions and webinar
− Community meeting presentations and PTA leadership Question & Answer session

• Staff review of proposals submitted by community resulted in:
− Posting of scenarios that staff used for summer 2019 planning with instructional leaders
− Posting of staff’s analysis of community suggestions for new configurations submitted 

to APS
− Reaffirmed that Proposal 1 was the better configuration to meet the planning goals

17



Community Input: How it was Used

Review of PTA and Community Input
• Input informed staff decision to advance only Proposal 1, with community expressing:

− Greater support for Proposal 1
− Concern with the scope of the number of school moves in Proposal 2

• Community input will continue to be part of process
− Specific suggestions to facilitate transitions include early outreach to familiarize families 

with new schools and keeping sizable cohort of students moving schools
− Planning Unit data review will include community feedback
− CIP process will include community engagement
− Fall 2020 boundary process and Phase 4 work with school communities in preparation 

for 2021-22
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Next Steps:  All Changes Effective in 2021-22

Phases Timing Activity

Phase 2 Spring 2020 Process for community review of planning unit projections

Phase 3 Fall 2020 Elementary Boundary Process using data from Phase 2

Phase 4 Spring 2020 Central office work with school administrators to:
• Identify school resources needed at new site, including facility “refresh” funding to 

include in FY 2021-30 CIP
• Address option school capacity needs at the new site
Central office partners with school and PTA to: 
• Address needs that make it possible for all students to continue with the program as it 

moves
• Compile accurate counts of students who plan to continue with option schools at new 

site or return to their neighborhood schools
• Address school name per the School Board Naming of Facilities Policy F-6.1

Spring 2021 Central offices provide support to neighborhood schools as they prepare for new boundaries
• Staffing adjustment
• Communications to staff and families
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Next Steps: School Board

School Board Timeline
• Tonight—Jan. 9, 2020: Staff presents the Superintendent's recommendation   

to the School Board as an Information Item
• Jan. 30, 2020: School Board Public Hearing on the Superintendent's 

recommendation (Inclement weather date is Feb. 6 at 6 p.m.)
• Feb. 6, 2020: School Board is scheduled to take action on the Superintendent's 

recommendation 

School Board Meeting Information
• Meetings begin at 7 p.m. on the 2nd floor of Syphax Education Center (2110 

Washington Blvd.)
• For agendas and information on speaking at a meeting, visit: 

www.apsva.us/school-board-meetings/
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Elementary School Planning Timeline

Phased Process for Changes Effective in 2021-22

Phases Timing Activity

Phase 1 Underway Superintendent recommends school move proposal to School 
Board, which would take effect for 2021-22 school year

Phase 2 Spring 2020 Staff reviews and adjusts planning unit (PU) projections (this is 
concurrent with the development of the FY 2021-30 Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP)

Phase 3 Fall 2020 Superintendent recommends new boundaries to School Board using 
data from Phase II

Phase 4 Spring 2020 & 
Spring 2021

APS staff provides transition support for schools in preparation for 
2021-22
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Superintendent’s Recommendation: Results 

Benefit:  This proposal builds on successful past countywide option 
school/program moves and school openings—most recently in 2019-20—in 
planning for the school division as a whole.

In 2021 APS will move option schools concurrent with implementing new boundaries:
• Maintains the option schools in new sites, with the same staff and bus transportation for students, while 

recognizing some students may move with option school or enroll in neighborhood school
• Moves ATS less than two miles west of current site, making more efficient use of school capacity in an 

area where APS has recently built two school additions and is preparing to open a new school
• Repurposes the Key site for a neighborhood school in an area of Arlington experiencing student growth 

and facilitates locating ASFS within its attendance zone
• Manages on-going transportation costs by recommending a combination of neighborhood schools that 

increases walkability, while also considering the impact on students eligible for bus transportation
• Allows more neighborhood school students to stay with current school communities in upcoming 

boundary process
26



Superintendent’s Recommendation: Results

Benefit: Moving Immersion from Key site provides new neighborhood seats 
where enrollment capacity is currently needed.

• Uses 653-seat school as new neighborhood school in Courthouse/Rosslyn—a high 
growth area

− By using Key as a neighborhood site, reduces capital cost needed for additions ($30 
million+) or new school ($50 million+)

− Allows upcoming capital improvement plan to use resources in high-growth Columbia Pike 
corridor

• New neighborhood seats in this area will allow many more students to attend their 
neighborhood school without disproportionately long bus rides

• Provides a timely and cost-effective way to offer significant number of neighborhood 
elementary school seats in this high-growth area by 2021-22
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Superintendent’s Recommendation: Results 

Benefit:  Moving McKinley to the Reed site allows APS to relocate the neighborhood school 
closer to more of its current student population, a highly-walkable area.
• Results in more McKinley students staying together than in a countywide boundaries-only process that would 

maintain McKinley and the new Reed site as neighborhood schools

• Follows the School Board charge to the Reed Building Level Planning Committee which identified the Reed site 
as a neighborhood school

• Recognizes that the neighborhood surrounding the Reed site is highly walkable
− 2019-20 enrollment includes 434 Grade K-5 students who could walk to Reed site, and currently are eligible for a bus to 

McKinley, Tuckahoe and Nottingham 
− More McKinley students live in Reed walk zone than McKinley walk zone (295 v. 224 Grade K-5 students in 2019-20)

• If Reed site had an option school, APS would be making long-term commitment to provide transportation to 
400+ students who live in the Reed walk zone but attend school in another area, as well as most of the 725 
option school students  
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Superintendent’s Recommendation: Results 

Benefit: Moving ATS to the McKinley site expands available option seats for a 
highly sought-after diverse school option.
• Addresses community interest in Arlington Traditional, which has the largest waitlist 

among the elementary option schools:
− Currently more than 600+ students are on ATS waitlist
− Waitlist includes siblings of current students
− Waitlist exists for all grades, PreK through Grade 5

• Adds about 100 more seats to the option school
• Families have made it clear that they want to stay at ATS; if recommendation is 

adopted, a process would be built to address issues raised, for example:
− Concerns about transportation for some families who live farther away
− Ways to continue ensuring diversity at ATS, possibly by adding a third VPI class 

• Maintains the ATS identity
29



Superintendent’s Recommendation: Results 

Benefit:  Moving Key Immersion to the ATS site places the dual-language program    closer to 
neighborhoods with large numbers of Spanish-speaking students.
• Recognizes challenges with enrollment in Immersion elementary schools:

− Students typically enter Immersion in Kindergarten or Grade 1; in older grades, students must   demonstrate proficiency 
in Spanish

− Kindergarten slots for Spanish-speaking students at Immersion schools are not being filled
− There are no Spanish-speaking students are on the current Immersion waitlists

• Supports 50-50 dual-language immersion program with closer proximity to Spanish-speaking students
− Adjusts to demographic shifts in County, reflecting where most Spanish-speaking students now live
− Brings immersion closer to Barcroft and Barrett which have large numbers of Spanish-speaking students

• Makes immersion accessible to more families by placing the program in a central location with access to public 
transportation, along George Mason Drive

• Will use relocatable classrooms, as needed, to supplement building capacity, while providing time for other APS 
processes to consider long-term ways to increase access to immersion

• Maintains the Key identity
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Community Engagement: Communications
Information Provided in English & Spanish, plus Arabic, Amharic & Mongolian

• APS Engage: www.apsva.us/engage
− Video, Online Information Sessions and Live Meeting Broadcasts
− Infographic
− Proposals & Maps
− FAQs
− Timeline

• Community Meetings, broadcasts and webinar
• School Talk Engage messages, press releases
• APS School Ambassador weekly updates
• Social media posts, including Facebook Live video sessions
• Meetings with PTA Presidents, School Ambassadors and Countywide Organizations 

(e.g. ACTC, CCPTA, ACI, Comité Hispano, FAC, Civic Federation)
• Engage@apsva.us email, replies to community members and detailed replies to PTAs
• Community Questionnaires
• Internal: APS Staff Central; Principals, TCI, Bilingual Family Resource Assistants

31
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Community Engagement: Participation
Information Provided in English & Spanish, plus Arabic, Amharic & Mongolian

Online Communications
• More than 39,000 pageviews to date of Elementary School Planning information on APS 

Engage site

• About 1,800 responses (total) to two bilingual Community Questionnaires
− In Questionnaire #2, 65% state APS Engage webpage as a top source of information in process
− Responses show more support for recommended proposal than for alternate scenario
− Includes paper copies

• Nearly 900 views of livestreamed Dec. 2 Question & Answer Session with PTA Presidents

• Additional online information events:
− Nearly 7,000 total views of three Facebook Live FAQ video sessions
− About 2,000 views of APS Elementary School Planning video
− About 400 total views of two online information sessions, a webinar, and livestreamed 

broadcasts of two Community Meetings
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Community Engagement: Participation
Information Provided in English & Spanish, plus Arabic, Amharic & Mongolian

In-Person and PTA Communications
• Information shared via Elementary School PTA Leaders

− PTA presidents attended APS Question & Answer Session and Fall 2019 APS School Ambassador Meeting
− Updates shared with CCPTA and detailed replies to PTA letters (posted)
− In Questionnaire 2, 61% stated that PTAs were a top source of information in process

• Three Community Meetings included presentation, Q&A and small-group discussions
− More than 160 people attended community meetings (total)
− Interpretation available in Amharic, Arabic, Mongolian and Spanish; meeting in Spanish had English 

interpretation

• Replies to more than 250 messages sent to Engage@apsva.us from community members

• Staff presented information at 10 additional meetings of divisionwide and countywide 
organizations (e.g. ACTC, CCPTA, ACI, Comité Hispano, FAC, TCI, Civic Federation)

• Targeted outreach to share information
− School Talk messages sent via email to APS families; WhatsApp outreach in Spanish
− In person with about 75 Spanish-speaking parents via Hispanic Comité and AHC-Woodbury Park
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Points of Clarification
This phase of the process will inform the Fall 2020 boundary process. 

• Boundary adjustments will be made based on the School Board decision on school 
locations

• The capacity information available today will be revised by Summer 2020 to:
-Update capacity using 2019-20 class size
-Plan capacity for the boundary process, while maintaining capacity for countywide 

programs and PreK classroom space across schools
• Community review of planning unit level data ahead of boundary process 

The PreK-12 Instructional Program Pathways (IPP) has not shaped 
proposals.

• The IPP is a framework mapping academic pathways from Grades K through 12
• This new framework is evolving and will continue to be fully developed over the 

next few years by instructional leaders
34



Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  APS is not taking demographics into account in this process
Response:  All APS planning takes demographics into account. In this process, initial 

discussions prioritized balancing demographics and resulted in a draft 
demographics-only scenario which illustrated numerous challenges, including 
the potential for widespread busing

APS took demographics into account in this process in the following ways:
• Identified sites that would move Key Immersion closer to areas with larger numbers of Spanish-speaking 

students, to encourage their interest and enrollment in the program
• Used Spring 2018 and 2019 admission lottery information in proposing option school moves

− Since number of applications to immersion from Spanish-speaking students is not filling allocated slots, moving 
Key closer to two neighborhoods elementary schools with higher proportions of Spanish-speaking students 
makes it more accessible and supports the dual-language model

− Arlington Traditional has longest waitlist of 600+ students; moving it to a bigger facility will increase access for 
more students

• Proposed neighborhood school sites that would increase total number of walkers, while also considering the 
impact on students eligible for bus transportation:

― Avoid lengthening bus ride times for students attending neighborhood schools
― When possible, students should not ride past one or more neighborhood school to reach their assigned 

neighborhood school
35



Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern: APS is not providing enough time for community input on proposed 
school moves

Response: Part A—APS raised the same goals in the Spring 2018 Site Location 
Review and provided extensive opportunity for community input. The 
initial effort in 2018 for long-term planning was stopped, yet could have 
offered extensive time for more community input

The 2018 process laid out the challenges that continue today:
• Identified the imbalance between where there are neighborhood seats and where 

students live
− By 2021, APS will have completed four capital projects in NW corner of county (Discovery, 

Ashlawn, McKinley and Reed site)
− Neighborhood seats are needed to support current and future enrollment along eastern end 

of Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and western end of Columbia Pike corridor
• Many school communities made it clear in 2018 that they were not open to school 

moves

Note: The process was stopped in May 2018 before a solution was identified
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  APS is not providing enough time for community input on 
proposed school moves

Response:  Part B--This community engagement process provided multiple 
opportunities for community input. In addition, a decision in 
February allows APS to work on data review, the CIP and the 
upcoming boundary adjustments process with enough transition 
time for any school moves.

• Strong participation by PTAs and community in APS engagement and communications
• Community engagement will continue as APS conducts Planning Unit data review and 

boundary adjustment process, and develops FY 2021-30 CIP
• Time is needed to hire a principal for the new school and begin staffing, as well as to work 

with the school communities that will be part of the new school and others that may move
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern: APS should propose school moves together with boundaries in Fall 
2020

Response: APS is using a phased process that guides transition planning

Phased process includes steps to:
• Prepare for Fall 2020 boundary process

− Review data with community, such as housing development, number of option school students in 
planning units, etc.

− Adjust planning unit projections per input received
• Guide transition planning and work with principals to prepare for school moves

− Hire a principal for the new school
− Identify facility “refresh” needs; include funds in upcoming CIP
− Initiate any school naming process needed
− In collaboration with HR, support schools on teacher assignments and hiring
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  APS is not seriously considering alternate school move proposals 
submitted by the community

Response:  Part A—APS considered and will not recommend placing an option 
school at the Reed site for the following reasons

• The School Board charge to the Reed Building Level Planning Committee identified the 
new school at the Reed site as a neighborhood school

• The neighborhood surrounding Reed site is highly walkable 
• It is fiscally irresponsible for APS to increase operating costs by placing an option 

school at the Reed site; APS would need to add more buses and find land for parking 
− 2019-20 enrollment includes 434 Grade K-5 students who could walk to Reed site, and 

currently are eligible for a bus to McKinley, Tuckahoe and Nottingham (224 Grade K-5 
students live within McKinley’s walk zone)

− If the Reed site was designated for an option school, APS would be making a long-term 
commitment to provide transportation to 400+ students who reside in the walk zone to Reed 
but attend school in another area, and most of the 725 option school students
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  APS is not seriously considering alternate school move 
proposals submitted by the community

Response:  Part B – APS did not analyze an alternate proposal to make 
Long Branch an option school for the following reasons

Staff analysis explored the following: 
• Repurposing neighborhood schools as option schools in the area north of Rt. 50 

and west of Glebe road, where APS has approximately 1.5 elementary school 
seats per elementary student enrollment

• Using the Barcroft, Barrett, and Carlin Springs sites for option schools; all are 
schools with higher proportions of Spanish speakers than Claremont and Key 

• Long Branch did not meet the criteria for either category
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  APS is not seriously considering alternate school move 
proposals submitted by the community

Response:  Part C – Many proposals proposed by the community had 
already been considered by staff or did not have a countywide 
perspective. The rationale for not proposing these is on the 
next slide.

Some examples of alternate proposals suggested repurposing the following 
neighborhood schools for use as option schools:

41
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concerns across alternate proposals submitted to APS during engagement process:
• Prioritize McKinley walkers attending McKinley as a neighborhood school

− Extends boundaries for McKinley and other schools, requiring more transportation resources and 
resulting in some students riding past one or more neighborhood schools to reach their assigned 
neighborhood school

− Increases bus ride times for neighborhood school students who live beyond any walk zone 

• Do not account for more than 1,200 PreK students
− Elementary school principals are currently planning for improvements to capacity reporting that will be 

used in the boundary process 
− Demographics will inform capacity and locations for PreK classes

Spring 2019 analysis posted on www.apsva.us/engage, Jan. 2020
42
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McKinley as a neighborhood school, without considering the impact 
on other students or schools.
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Community Input: Addressing Concerns

Concern:  Another alternate proposal submitted to APS suggested 
leaving ATS where it is now, and moving Key to McKinley

Response:  APS has reviewed this proposal and is not putting it forward 
for the following reasons

• APS wants to increase access to immersion for more Spanish-speaking 
students, and ATS is easily accessible via George Mason Dr. to Barrett 
and Barcroft, neighborhood schools with large proportions of Spanish-
speaking students

• The 2018 and 2019 admission lotteries at Key did not fill seats allocated 
for Spanish speakers per the dual-language immersion program

• ATS currently has 600+ students on its waitlist, and the program’s 
enrollment can easily increase in the larger McKinley site
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Phased Process Supports School Moves for 2021-22

If the School Board adopts the Superintendent’s recommendation:

Majority of McKinley students move with the principal 
and staff to the Reed site
Spring 2020 - Central office to work with McKinley to plan for move:
• Identify school resources needed at new site
• Address school name per the School Board Naming of Facilities Policy F-6.1

January 2021 - Central office to provide support to neighborhood schools 
as they prepare for new boundaries
Students at McKinley will also be part of the Fall 2020 boundary process
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Phased Process Supports School Moves for 2021-22

If the School Board adopts the Superintendent’s recommendation:

ATS moving to McKinley site
Spring 2020 - Central office to work with ATS to plan for move:
• Work with school administrators to:

− Identify school resources needed at new site, including facility “refresh” funding to include in 
FY 2021-30 CIP

− Determine and communicate how additional seats will be filled for 2021-22

• Partner with school and PTA to: 
− Address needs that make it possible for all students to continue with the program as it moves
− Compile accurate counts of students who plan to continue with ATS at McKinley site or 

return to their neighborhood schools
− Address school name per the School Board Naming of Facilities Policy F-6.1
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Phased Process Supports School Moves for 2021-22

If the School Board adopts the Superintendent’s recommendation:

Key moving to ATS site
Spring 2020 - Central office to work with Key to plan for move:
• Work with school administrators to:

− Identify school resources needed at new site, including facility “refresh” funding in FY 2021-30 CIP
− Determine changes that will support the enrollment ahead of Spring 2021 lotteries (additional 

relocatable classrooms, incoming classes, etc.)
• Partner with school and PTA to: 

− Address needs that make it possible for all students to continue with the program as it moves
− Compile accurate counts of students who plan to continue with Key at ATS site or return to their 

neighborhood schools
− Address school name per the School Board Naming of Facilities Policy F-6.1

• Work with Immersion administrators to address issues that relate to coordination 
across immersion schools, feeder schools, etc.  
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Phased Process Supports School Moves for 2021-22

If the School Board adopts the Superintendent’s recommendation:

New Neighborhood School at Key site

Spring 2020 - Central office will:
• Initiate Spring 2020 process to hire principal

− Invite PTA reps from ASFS, Key, Long Branch and Taylor to participate hiring process 
− New principal to begin July 2020

• Identify school resources needed at new site, including facility “refresh” funding to include in FY 
2021-30 CIP

Fall 2020 - Central office to work with new school to plan for opening
• Partner with school and PTA as needed to: 

− Work in 2020-21 on visioning, naming and PTA processes 
− Address school name per the School Board Naming of Facilities Policy F-6.1

January 2021 - Central office to work with neighborhood schools to plan for new boundaries:
• New neighborhood school will also be part of the Fall 2020 boundary process
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Phased Process Supports School Moves for 2021-22

All Neighborhood Schools 

January 2021 (after Fall 2020 boundary process): Central office to begin working with 
neighborhood schools to prepare for implementation of new boundaries
• Provide information:

− Families and staff affected by boundary adjustments made during Fall 2020 boundary process
− New families at Kindergarten information night

• Provide school administrators with information about students impacted by boundary 
adjustments

• Support and share previous experiences with how APS and schools have helped with 
transitions, and work with: 

− APS departments
− Schools - principals, counselors, teachers, office staff, etc.
− PTAs 
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